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Greetings to you from Ziac Software!!
Software Development Life Cycle
We have come across many clients and prospective clients who are quite
interested to know the process in which we develop software products. Their
interests can be explained with the Software Development Life Cycle. Major
activities in Software Development Life Cycle are,
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a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Client Software Requirement Study (SRS)
Software proposal
Software analysis and database design
Code Generation
Testing of the software functionality
Maintenance of the software

In the Software Requirement Study we analyse the requirement of proposed
system, business domain, nature of program to be built, required functions,
performance and interfacing with other software if required.
The Software proposal is submitted to express our understanding of Client’s
software requirement and their business domain. The proposal also comprises
of the system requirements, Operating System, the Time Frame and
Commercials. The software tools required for the backend (database storage)
and frontend (programming Language & User Interface) that will be used.
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Software Analysis and database design is a vital activity of Software
Development Life Cycle. Any glitch in the design could be very complicated
to solve in the later stage of software development as the Time Frame may
exceed and so the expenses. The analysis comprises of designing exactly how
the specifications are to be implemented, defines architecture of database and
specifically how the software is to be coded.
Based on the programming language to be used as declared in the Software
Proposal, the actual coding of the entire application is done. The coding takes
care of the user friendly Graphic User Interface (GUI), validations, pace in
which data is stored and extracted.
Apart from the unit tests done while coding, detailed testing of the software
operation is done to ensure the functionality, speed and validations are taken
care. Multiple methods of tests are carried out to check the stability of the
software.
After delivery of the software and on practical usage of the application good
inputs or changes required are identified. Here we get a clear indication that
the software design is vital such that the software is flexible enough to
accommodate the inputs or changes.
The Software Development Life Cycle concludes with optimum usage of
software being attained through regular Maintenance of data and software
enhancements.

Warm welcome to our New Customers!!
Software

Wheelz

Ziac CASH

ZiacSMS

Did you Know?

Customer Name

Place

Wheelz Lite

Sahana Motors

Pavagada,Kar

Zsms Airtel

Annapoorna Agencies

Hyderabad, AP

Zsms Airtel

Bhagwan marketing

Bangalore

Zsms Airtel

GSNP Store

Nandyal, AP

Zsms Airtel

Manikanta Communication

Warangal, AP

Zsms Airtel

Sri Venkateshwara Agencies

Narasaropet, AP

Zsms Airtel

Suresh Agencies

Kavali, AP

Zsms RCGSM

Jeevas Communciation

Chennai, TN

Zsms Vodafone

kavya communication

Eluru, AP

Zsms Vodafone

Nawaz Traders

Kurnool, AP

Zsms Vodafone

Sri Chamundeshwari Enterprises

Vijayanagaram, AP

Zsms Vodafone

Sri Rama Agencies

Sircilla, AP

Zsms Vodafone

Sri Sai Electronics

Melak, AP

CVV number in credit and debit cards
CVV or CVV2 number is a Card Verification
Value. CVV of Masters / Visa / Diners club
cards have 3 digits and are located on the
backside of the card. The CVV number of
American Express cards has 4 digits and
located on front part of their cards.

The CVV or CVV2 number is helpful during
online trading where the cardholder is
prompted to key in the CVV number for
further verification to reduce the fraud
transactions.

Solution to last
edition’s Brain
Teaser

Initially, the trains were 240 km apart.
The Bee is flying at the speed of 90 km/h and covers 180 km. Hence, the Bee
flies for 2 hours. The trains met 2 hours after they started travelling towards
each other. The trains were travelling at the speed of 60 km/h. So, each train
travelled 120 km before they met. Hence, the trains were 240 km apart
initially.
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Brain Teaser
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1. Place letters into each cell such that
every row, column and 2x2 block has
letters (in any order) that form a
common word.
2. Each letter is only used once, and no
letter
is
repeated
in
the
rows/cols/blocks.
3. Letters allowed: P A Y L O M E

Thought for the
Day!

“Silence is as deep as eternity, speech as shallow as time.”
Thomas Carlyle

Joke of the Day!

Girl: When we get married, I want to share all your worries, troubles and
lighten your burden.
Boy: It's very kind of you, darling, But I don't have any worries or
troubles.
Girl: Well that is because we aren't married yet.

Picture of the
Month

Information

To unsubscribe
the News Letter,
please email with
subject as
UNSUBSCRIBE
to
hr@ziacsoft.com

Picture taken by Mr. Rajesh about a commercial
vehicle whose chassis was damaged due to
overloading.

Mr. Manjunath.T alias Manju, Customer Support Executive is no longer
working in our company. Ziac Software is not responsible for any type of
transactions availed through him.
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